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Abstract. Rehabilitation robots have been proven to be an effective tool for patient motor recovery in clinical

medicine. Recently, few degrees of freedom (DOFs), especially 1-DOF, rehabilitation robots have drawn increasing attention as the complexity and cost of the control system would be significantly reduced. In this paper, the
mechanism synthesis problem of 1-DOF rehabilitation robots is studied. Traditional synthesis methods usually
aim at minimizing the trajectory error to generate a mathematically optimal solution, which may not be a practically feasible solution in terms of engineering constraints. Therefore, we propose a novel mechanism synthesis
approach based on chord angle descriptor (CAD) and error tolerance expansion to generate a pool of mechanism
solutions from which mathematically and practically optimal solutions can be selected. CAD is utilized for its
capability to represent the same-shaped trajectories of different mechanisms in a unified way, and it is robust to
the noise in the rehabilitation trajectory acquired by motion capture systems. Then a library of mechanism trajectories is established with compressed representations of CAD via an auto-encoder algorithm to speed up the
matching between mechanism and rehabilitation trajectory where the matching error tolerance can be adjusted
according to practical rehabilitation specifications. Finally, a design example of a 1-DOF rehabilitation robot for
upper-limb training is provided to demonstrate the efficacy of our novel approach.

1

Introduction

There is an increasing number of people who are suffering
from sensorimotor disabilities due to the large aging population. Stroke, particularly, is a leading cause of disability
worldwide (Defebvre and Krystkowiak, 2016). Scientific research and clinical experiments have shown that rehabilitation training can reduce the disabilities and improve motor
function, allowing patients to regain much of their independence and quality of life (Narayan Arya et al., 2012; Caproni
and Colosimo, 2017). In the traditional rehabilitation training process, the affected limbs of the patients are guided by
the therapist to perform predefined movement patterns repetitively. This process is slow and labor-intensive, usually involving extensive interaction between multiple therapists and
one patient. With the development of automation technology,
Published by Copernicus Publications.

robot-aided rehabilitation has become a useful tool to restore
and reinforce motor functions for patients. A rehabilitation
robot can provide patients with intensive and reproducible
movement training in time-unlimited durations, which not
only alleviates stress for therapists but also provides quantitative diagnosis and assessments of motor impairments (Aprile
et al., 2020; Rodrigues et al., 2021; Bertani et al., 2017; Kan
et al., 2011).
Most rehabilitation robots use multi-DOF (degree of freedom) mechanisms to adapt to different users. Kemna et
al. (2009) developed an end traction mechanism robot called
iPAM, which uses two 3-DOF mechanisms to pull the forearm and upper arm, respectively, to complete shoulder–
elbow coordination exercises (Kemna et al., 2009). Rosati
et al. (2007) designed a 3-DOF upper-limb training mechanism powered by ropes to achieve upper-limb rehabilitation
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while compensating for arm weight (Rosati et al., 2007). Li
et al. (2006) developed a 5-DOF wearable upper-limb rehabilitation training mechanism, which is controlled based
on surface electromyography signals and can assist hemiplegic patients to carry out individual and cooperative exercise training of the shoulder, elbow, and wrist (Li et al.,
2006). While these multi-DOF mechanisms can help patients perform various kinds of rehabilitation movements owing to redundant workspace, their motion dynamics are realized by the underlying control system composed of multiple
actuators, sensors, and complex control algorithms, which
greatly increases the purchase and maintenance cost. Moreover, the possible malfunction of the control system may result in secondary injuries to patients where the rehabilitation
mechanism moves the patient’s joint out of its range of motion (ROM).
To avoid those problems of multi-DOF mechanisms,
1-DOF rehabilitation mechanisms have been investigated in
recent years. Zhao et al. (2021) designed a 1-DOF mechanism to guide patients’ upper limbs through target points and
developed a set of virtual reality (VR)-based rehabilitation
systems using Unity3D software, which can provide users
with an immersive experience and provide management personnel with rehabilitation movement data (Zhao et al., 2021).
Theriault et al. (2014) developed a 1-DOF haptic robot for
post-stroke arm rehabilitation for in-home and clinical use.
The robot can apply proper assistive force when interacting
with the patient, thereby extending the functionality of the
system to accommodate low-functioning patients (Theriault
et al., 2014). Zhu et al. (2020) proposed a 1-DOF rehabilitation robot based on the coupled-serial-chain mechanism to
assist the sit-to-stand movement of patients with lower-limb
disabilities (Zhu et al., 2020). Those robots are affordable
and simple to operate thanks to a single actuator, and their
workspace is limited and must be adapted to the workspace
of a particular rehabilitation task, usually the trajectory of a
specific joint. To design a 1-DOF mechanism to generate the
matching trajectory, motion capture systems are used to obtain the task trajectory as the input to the subsequent mechanism synthesis algorithm, which has been demonstrated in
our recent paper (Zhao et al., 2021).
When patients of different body dimensions perform the
same rehabilitation movement task, the trajectories of their
joints may vary in position, orientation, and scale, except for
shape; in terms of mechanism synthesis, curves of different
position, orientation, and scale but identical shape will result
in mechanisms with identical relative dimensions, i.e., identical link length ratios. Therefore, shape extraction is an essential step for rehabilitation mechanism synthesis towards a
particular movement task. In the literature of mechanism synthesis, numerous types of curve descriptors have been proposed such as Fourier descriptor (FD) (Zhang and Lu, 2002)
and Haar wavelet descriptor (HWD) (Nabout and Tibken,
2008). However, these shape descriptors are subject to similar transformation (translation, rotation, and scaling) and susMech. Sci., 13, 341–352, 2022

ceptible to bias by the necessity of matching coordinates.
Hence, shape-error-based descriptors are needed to evaluate
the underlying differences in shape. On the other hand, there
exists a few types of descriptors specifically measuring shape
differences, like curvature descriptor (CD) (Deshpande and
Purwar, 2019) and turning function descriptor (TFD) (TorresMoreno et al., 2022), but they are highly sensitive to noise
embedded in motion capture systems (Holden, 2018). As a
result, a noise-robust and shape-error-based descriptor is required to facilitate the synthesis of a 1-DOF mechanism for
rehabilitation purposes.
Upon obtaining the shape signature of the target trajectory,
mechanism synthesis algorithms are applied to determine the
optimal linkage parameters. Conventional approaches usually focus on finding an optimal solution, which is closest
to the prescribed curve mathematically. However, such a solution may become infeasible from an engineering point of
view. For example, such a solution may contain overlong
links or fixed pivots outside of the required region. In this paper, an alternative way, following our previous work on motion synthesis (Zhao et al., 2016), is presented by outputting a
pool of candidate mechanisms via adjusting the fitting error
tolerance, from which both mathematically and practically
optimal solutions can be obtained. The clinical motivation
for tolerance adjustment is based on human movement variability (Sutter et al., 2021) – no movement can be exactly repeated due to inevitable noise in the nervous system (Faisal
et al., 2008; Harris and Wolpert, 1998). Therefore, in the context of rehabilitation mechanism synthesis, this effect allows
the approximation of the target rehabilitation trajectory by
similar mechanism curves within a reasonable tolerance.
To this end, we present a path synthesis approach specifically towards a 1-DOF rehabilitation mechanism with expandable solution space whose extent is bounded by the
degree of human movement variability and using a shapedifference-based descriptor called chord angle descriptor to
handle the trajectory of a particular rehabilitation task without being affected by translation, rotation, or scale changes.
In addition, a trajectory library with different kinds of mechanisms is established and an auto-encoder algorithm from the
field of machine learning is adopted to adjust the error tolerance for expanding solutions. The rest of this paper is as follows. Sect. 2 gives the definition of chord angle descriptor.
In Sect. 3, a mechanism curve library with compressed CAD
is constructed to facilitate the comparison between approximate and target curves. Section 4 illustrates the CAD-based
matching algorithm for mechanism and rehabilitation paths.
Then, an example of circle-tracing trajectory generation for
upper-limb rehabilitation is presented in Sect. 5 to demonstrate the validity of the proposed method. Finally, Sect. 6
contains the conclusions and future work.
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Figure 1. Definition of point p m (1 = 4) for CAD.
Figure 2. An example of trajectory and its gray image of CAD.

2

CAD-based trajectory representation

When different patients are performing the same rehabilitation task, trajectories vary in size and direction but not
shape. Although many descriptors can be used to represent
the shape features (Cao et al., 2011; Adamek and Connor,
2004; Alajlan et al., 2007; Mokhtarian et al., 1998; Zhang
and Lu, 2002), some descriptors such as CD and TFD are
sensitive to noise and need to smooth the trajectory beforehand. In other cases, some descriptors such as FD and HWD
are variant to similar transformation, which leads to the timeconsuming normalization of the trajectory. In this paper, we
introduce the chord angle descriptor to extract the shape features of the trajectory for mechanism synthesis. This descriptor is independent of position, orientation, and size, and it
has a certain anti-interference ability, which will be described
later.
2.1

Definition of chord angle descriptor

The chord angle descriptor is a descriptor based on the string
angles between the curve sampling points. Figure 1 shows
a planar trajectory with n equal-interval contour points,
namely, {p1 , p2 , . . ., pk , pn }, where pk = {xk , yk } indicates
the two-dimensional (2D) plane coordinates. Here, we use
the chord angle θij to describe its shape characteristics based
on the spatial position relation between the contour sampling
points.
For any two points pi and pj on the contour, θij is defined
as the chord angle between the chord vector pi pj and the
chord vector pj pm . The point pm must always be different
from pi and pj to ensure that pi , pj , and pm can form a
triangle. To achieve this, we can define point pm as

pj + 1 , i > j,
pm =
(1)
pj − 1 , i ≤ j,
where 1 is a parameter that is used to distinguish pm from
pj . For a trajectory which has n sampling points, 1 ≤ m ≤ n.
From the definition of pm in Eq. (1), it is obvious that in the
case of i > j , 1 ≤ j + 1 ≤ n must be satisfied. So 1 − j ≤
1 ≤ n − j . Similarly, in the case of i ≤ j , 1 ≤ j − 1 ≤ n is
https://doi.org/10.5194/ms-13-341-2022

needed, so j − n ≤ 1 ≤ j − 1. For the convenience of calculation for both cases, pm can be chosen between pi and pj ,
which actually means a small positive integer can be selected
for 1 to satisfy both conditions; for example, 1 = 4.
Based on the definition of pm provided above, for any pi ,
pj that belongs to the set of P , we can construct the formula
of the chord angle θij as


6 p p ,p p
, |i − j | > 1,
i j
j m
(2)
θij =
0
, |i − j | ≤ 1,
where θij is in the range of [0, π ]. 6 (pi pj , pj pm ) is calculated by the following arccosine formula:
6

(pi pj , pj pm ) = arccos

pi pj · pj pm
|pi pj | × |pj pm |

.

(3)

Next, to make the description of the path shape consistent
with the sense of human vision, θij is transformed into logarithmic space by
θij0 = log(1 + θij ).

(4)

For any point pi on the trajectory, the complete chord angle
0 , θ 0 , . . ., θ 0 ]. By developing a chord angle
descriptor is [θi1
in
i2
descriptor for each sampling point on the path curve, we can
obtain the n × n dimensional CAD matrix of the entire patch
as
 0

0
θi1 · · · θin

..  .
..
A =  ...
(5)
.
. 
0
θ1n

···

0
θnn

For example, a trajectory is shown in Fig. 2a, and its gray
image of the CAD matrix is shown in Fig. 2b. The image can
be obtained by the MATLAB imshow function. As is shown,
the color of Fig. 2b on the diagonal is black since the value of
θij on the diagonal is 0, and the color close to black signifies
that θij in those areas is closed to 0. Conversely, the white
color of the image means that θij equals π.
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Characteristics of CAD

One advantage of using CAD to extract trajectory features
is that CAD is independent of the frame position, the frame
deflection angle, and the overall scaling ratio of the mechanism. For example, Fig. 3a–c show three different trajectories
which are transformed from the original trajectory in Fig. 2a
with rotation, translation, and scaling, respectively; since the
chord angle is invariant with the similar transformation, the
shape of these three trajectories remains the same, so they
can be represented by one set of CAD in a unified way. This
is beneficial to the design of the rehabilitation robot, which
means that mechanism results will not contain the pseudomultiple solutions with same link length ratio.
Another advantage of the CAD descriptor is that it is noise
proof, i.e., resistant to noise. For illustration, Fig. 4 shows
two trajectories, in which Fig. 4a is the original trajectory
with noise signals, and Fig. 4b is the smoothed curve. Figures 5 and 6 show the shape features of these two curves
extracted by curvature and CAD matrix, respectively.
As can be seen from Fig. 5, when the curvature is used
as the shape descriptor, the interference signals “drown” the
original curve, so it is difficult to identify the curvature of the
smooth path from the curvature with the noise. Therefore, for
the trajectory with noise signals, it is difficult to extract the
shape features accurately by using the curvature descriptor.
When the CAD matrix is used as the descriptor of trajectory shape features, as shown in Fig. 6, the noise signal does
not drown the CAD feature of the smooth trajectory, although
the CAD image with noise signals has some extra vertical
lines when compared with the CAD image of smooth trajectory. This means that the shape features of smooth trajectory
can still be recognized from the shape features of the noise
path. This advantage is particularly beneficial for acquiring
the motion trajectory in designing rehabilitation robots. This
is because, while utilizing sports equipment to collect the trajectory of rehabilitation training, the collected trajectory will
unavoidably have some noise due to the limitation of equipment accuracy. However, these noise signals have little effect
on CAD when compared with other trajectory descriptors.

3

Mechanism library generation with compressed
CAD

When acquiring the trajectory of rehabilitation training, one
way to get the corresponding mechanism is the library
method, that is, finding the mechanism trajectory that is similar to the rehabilitation trajectory in the database and taking
the linkage parameters of the mechanism as the initial values
of the design parameter of the 1-DOF rehabilitation robot.
This approach is suitable for computer-aided solutions due
to its high precision, and it is immune to circuit and branch
problems. To design a rehabilitation mechanism that generates movement trajectory, we build a library and combine it
Mech. Sci., 13, 341–352, 2022

with our CAD trajectory feature to obtain a diverse set of
conceptual design solutions.
3.1

Range of mechanism design parameters

To design a mechanism with the library method, the first
step is to establish a database containing the link parameters and the compressed CAD features of the trajectories of
different mechanisms. When given a target movement trajectory, the target trajectory is compared with the trajectories
in the database by CAD to find the mechanisms that match
the target trajectory. The library in this paper includes three
types of mechanisms: the four-bar mechanism, the Stephenson III mechanism, and the slider-crank mechanism, which
are shown in Fig. 7. The coupler point Q in Fig. 7 is the generating point of the motion trajectory of the mechanism.
Due to the nonlinearity of these 1-DOF mechanisms, small
changes in linkage parameters can produce large changes
in the generated paths. Deshpande and Purwar (2019) has
demonstrated that whenever the link ratios of four-bar linkage are close to one, the sensitivity of the shape of a coupler
motion is higher than it would be otherwise (Deshpande and
Purwar, 2019).
In order to generate diverse types of coupler trajectories,
length parameters of the mechanisms in this paper are chosen according to the research results by Deshpande and Purwar (2019). To be specific, the length parameters of a mechanism in a library are stored in the form of proportional length,
and the frame distance l0 is taken as the benchmark (l0 = 1).
The ratio of the remaining link lengths to l0 satisfies the
normal distribution relation: the l1 – l3 to l0 ratio satisfies
the lognormal distribution (µ = 0, σ = 0.6), and the l4 − l8
to l0 ratio satisfies the normal distribution (µ = 0, σ = 2).
Twenty thousand groups of different linkage parameters are
comprised in the library. The motion trajectory of the point
Q is obtained by the kinematic method, and each trajectory
has 50 sample points.
3.2

Auto-encoder for CAD of mechanism trajectory

After obtaining the trajectory of each mechanism in the library, the CAD feature of each trajectory is calculated from
Eq. (5). If we directly store the CAD matrix of each mechanism trajectory, it will cause the problem of the “curse of dimensionality” (Marimont and Shapiro, 1979) due to the high
dimensionality of the CAD matrix. Therefore, we borrow the
auto-encoder algorithm (Ng, 2011) from the field of machine
learning to reduce the dimensionality of CAD matrix. The
auto-encoder is a neural network which attempts to replicate
its input at its output and utilizes the compressed feature in
the hidden layer or space to represent the input data, i.e., the
CAD matrix, which is calculated by Eq. (5).
Figure 8 shows an auto-encoder neural network architecture similar to that which we used in this study. The entire neural network consists of three simple auto-encoders
https://doi.org/10.5194/ms-13-341-2022
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Figure 3. Three trajectories differ by similarity transformation and their CAD images.

network is defined as Eq. (8).
1
,
1 − ez
f (z) = z,
hXn
i
2
2
(wh
)
MSE = min
−
g
+
λ||w||
i
i
2 ,
i=1
f (z) =

Figure 4. The trajectories: (a) original trajectory with noise and

(b) smoothed trajectory.

stacked on top of each other. As the dimension of the CAD is
50×50, the number of neurons in the input layer and the output layer is 2500, and the numbers of neurons in five hidden
layers are 250, 25, 2, 25, and 250, respectively. Besides, the
neurons in the hidden layer of the auto-encoder are activated
by the sigmoid function, and the neurons in the hidden layer
of the decoder are activated by the linear activation function,
which is defined by Eqs. (6) and (7), respectively. The loss
function applied to evaluate the performance of the neural
https://doi.org/10.5194/ms-13-341-2022

(6)
(7)
(8)

where mean square error (MSE) is the loss function, w is
the weight of the neural network, h is the node output, g is
the expected output, and λ is the coefficient, which is usually very small. Herein, we consider λ = 0.00001. The training process of the auto-encoder is carried out by using three
trainAutoencoder functions in MATLAB 2019b, and the max
epochs of each function is set to 3000 to avoid underfitting.
The training algorithm is “Trainscg”, which stands for scaled
conjugate gradient descent.
The computer hardware configuration used in this paper
is as follows: the CPU is an Inter Core i9-9700, which has
a highest computing frequency is 3.0 GHz. The computer
memory is 32 GB, and the GPU is an NVIDA Quadro P2200.
For the 20 000 samples of the mechanism library, the training
time of the auto-encoder on the MATLAB platform is about
2 h. Once the network is trained, the innermost code layer,
indicated by hidden layer 3 in Fig. 8a, represents the twodimensional compressed results of the CAD feature. With the
encoder, each of the 50 × 50-dimensional CAD matrixes can
Mech. Sci., 13, 341–352, 2022
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Figure 5. Curvature descriptor of the two trajectories in Fig. 4. The horizontal axis represents the numbers of the sampling of the path, and
the vertical axis represents the curvature.

Figure 6. CAD descriptor of the two trajectories in Fig. 4.

be compressed into a two-dimensional feature, as is represented by (s1 , s2 ) in Fig. 8b.
Figure 9 shows the compressed features of the CAD features of the entire trajectories in the library. Each point represents a trajectory of a mechanism. The distance between two
points represents the similarity of the two trajectories. The
closer the distance between the two points, the more similar
the shape of the trajectories of the corresponding two mechanisms is. On the contrary, the farther the distance between the
two points, the greater the shape difference of the mechanism
trajectory.
For further illustration, three example points denoted by
C1 , C2 , and C3 are selected in the compressed feature space
as shown in Fig. 10. It is obvious that C2 is much closer to
C3 than C2 ; meanwhile, the shape of the mechanism trajectory corresponding to C2 is similar to that represented by C3
while clearly different from the mechanism trajectory of C1 .
Therefore, the distance between points in the compressed

Mech. Sci., 13, 341–352, 2022

feature space reflects the similarity of their corresponding
mechanism trajectories.

4

Trajectory matching algorithm

With the auto-encoder presented in the previous section,
when given a rehabilitation movement trajectory, the target
trajectory is first compressed by the auto-encoder to obtain
the two-dimensional compression feature. Then, the compressed feature is compared with the compression feature of
the database mechanism trajectory. The designer only needs
to search for some available points near the target feature
points, and the corresponding mechanism of these points can
be used as the mechanism of the rehabilitation robot. Therefore, with CAD and library, the rehabilitation design problem is turned into a database search problem. In this paper,
Euclidean distance is used to calculate the similarity of two
https://doi.org/10.5194/ms-13-341-2022
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Figure 7. Types of mechanism in library.

Figure 8. The auto-encoder and its innermost layer outputs.

where R is the Euclidean distance between the two points,
and (s1i , s2i ) and (s1j , s2j ) are the two-dimensional compressed features of point i and point j , respectively. The
smaller the value of R is, the closer the distance between the
two points is, i.e., the higher the similarity between the two
trajectories.
Based on the knowledge above, the steps of our novel approach to design a 1-DOF rehabilitation robot mechanism are
given below:
1. Generate the library database involving sample mechanism trajectories with known parameters and construct
their CAD matrixes.
Figure 9. Compressed CAD features of the library; the points with

red, green, and blue colors represent four-bar type, Stephenson III,
and slider-crank mechanisms, respectively

3. When given a target trajectory, calculate the compressed
CAD feature through the auto-encoder.
4. Choose some points near to the target and output the
mechanism linkage parameters.

points:
q
R=

2. Compress the dimension of the CAD of sample trajectories with the auto-encoder to obtain compressed features
of CAD.

s1i − s1j

2

2
+ s2i − s2j ,

https://doi.org/10.5194/ms-13-341-2022

(9)

It is worth pointing out that the time investment for steps 1
and 2 is for just one time. When a target trajectory is given,
Mech. Sci., 13, 341–352, 2022
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Figure 10. Three points in the compressed CAD feature space and their corresponding mechanism trajectories.

Figure 11. Flowchart of the design approach.

the search time is within 2 min. The flowchart of this design
process is shown in Fig. 11.
5

Example

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, a typical rehabilitation task – circle-tracing training (Sanchez et
al., 2006) – is taken as an example to design a 1-DOF endeffector rehabilitation robot. As discussed in Sect. 2, the
Mech. Sci., 13, 341–352, 2022

shape of the rehabilitation trajectory remains nearly the same
when subjects with different body dimensions perform the
same rehabilitation task. Hence, our synthesis algorithm is
task specific instead of subject specific. The circle-tracing
training is a planar trajectory, taken from a specific subject
and shown in Fig. 12a.
In order for subjects to collect their trajectories at home,
portable visual devices can be used to capture the target trajectory, whose precision has been proven feasible in the context of rehabilitation trajectory acquisition in our previous
work (Chen et al., 2020). The portable device is a Surface
Pro 7, whose rear camera is utilized to capture the trajectory
of motion. The camera has 8 megapixels, which can provide a
sampling frequency of 30 fps (frames per second) and tracking accuracy of 1 mm. To obtain the wrist trajectory, we use a
marker attached to the user’s wrist joint for stable and precise
motion tracking, as shown in Fig. 12b. More details on the
tracking processing can be found in our previous work (Chen
et al., 2020). When capturing the motion track of hand, the
user’s wrist should be kept parallel with the camera to guarantee the trajectory to be a planar trajectory. The trajectory
of the wrist marker is shown as the red line in Fig. 12c.
By using the design method proposed in this paper, six
groups of different mechanisms which have similar trajectories to the training motion are presented in Fig. 13; the linkage parameters of these mechanisms are presented in Table 1.
The R in Table 1 is the distance of compressed CAD between
the mechanism curve and the wrist motion trajectory, which
represents the similarity of two trajectories.

https://doi.org/10.5194/ms-13-341-2022
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Figure 12. The circle-tracing training motion and its trajectory of wrist.
Table 1. Linkage parameters of the mechanisms.

1
2
3
4
5
6

l1

l2

l3

l4

l5

l6

l7

l8

α

β

R

4.48
0.3338
3.84
0.3338
0.4917
0.5300

8.92
0.9800
9.01
0.9800
1.0517
1.3183

4.39
0.4138
4.71
0.4138
0.6033
1.1217

/
0.3838
/
0.4963
0.6767
0.6350

/
/
/
0.5088
/
/

/
/
/
0.5938
/
/

/
/
/
0.8638
/
/

/
/
/
0.8925
/
/

0.7672
0.8711
0.3032
0.6795
2.3124
2.8306

/
/
/
2.0010
/
/

0.015
0.017
0.018
0.020
0.022
0.023

From Table 1 we can notice that the R values of the six
groups of mechanisms are all close to 0, which means that
their trajectories are close to the wrist trajectory of rehabilitation training. This result can also be verified by comparing the red curves in Figs. 13 and 12c. Besides, Table 1 also

https://doi.org/10.5194/ms-13-341-2022

shows that the link length ratios are different from each other,
indicating that these mechanisms have different relative dimensional types.
To further verify that these obtained mechanisms can track
the movement trajectory of the human wrist joint in the

Mech. Sci., 13, 341–352, 2022
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Figure 13. Six linkages with their resultant coupler paths.

Figure 14. Wrist circle training motion with the fifth mechanism in Fig. 13.

circle-tracing training process, the fifth mechanism in Fig. 13
is taken as an example to build the three-dimensional simulation model. The kinematic simulation results are shown in
Fig. 14. It can be seen that the motion path of the mechanism can well track the position of the human wrist joint in
the circle-tracing training process. These results demonstrate
that our approach proposed in this paper is applicable to deMech. Sci., 13, 341–352, 2022

signing a 1-DOF rehabilitation robot, and multiple groups of
solutions of different dimensional types can be obtained.
6

Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we propose a novel mechanical synthesis approach for a 1-DOF rehabilitation robot mechanism. First,
https://doi.org/10.5194/ms-13-341-2022
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chord angle descriptor is proposed to eliminate the effect of
noise and similar transformation such as rotation, translation,
and scaling of the trajectory to avoid pseudo mechanism solutions of identical relative link dimensions but merely differing by pose and size. Next, an auto-encoder algorithm is employed to build a clustered library of the shape of the mechanism path by varying relative link parameters to transform
the mechanism design problem into a shape retrieval problem. Finally, an example is provided in the end to demonstrate that the approach can be applied to upper-limb rehabilitation mechanism design.
While this paper focuses on the kinematic synthesis of the
rehabilitation mechanism and demonstrates that the synthesized path naturally fits the target rehabilitation trajectory, in
the future work we will take the mechanism dynamics into
consideration to guarantee the quality of interactive force
with the implementation of control algorithm and perform
clinical trials to validate the therapeutic effect of the synthesized mechanism.
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